The extraction of optical parameters
At room temperature, the absorption due to Tm ions is negligible, and the magnetic resonance due to iron ions play dominating role in the 0.2~2.0 THz spectra range. The 
The and are the transmitted THz electric fields through sample and air, respectively, and A and  denote the amplitude ratio and phase shift extracted from the Fourier transform from the time-domain spectra. The complex refractive index of the sample is ̃= ( ) − ( ) with refractive index ( ) and extinction coefficient ( ). The absorption coefficient is α(ω) = 2ωk(ω)/c with c the speed of light in vacuum. After considering the sample thickness d, the refractive index and the absorption coefficient can be obtained from the time domain spectra, which read：
We calculated the refractive indices and absorption coefficients at room temperature based on the above equations. The calculated refractive indices and absorption coefficients along a-, b-, and c-axis of the crystal are presented in Fig. S1 . It is interesting to note from Fig. S1 (a) that refractive indices along a-and c-axis, i.e. n and n , show similar magnitude with n ≈n~5.2, but the refractive index along b-axis, n~4.6, is much smaller than n and n , refractive index difference along a-(c-) and b-axis of the crystal, Δn = n ( ) − n , is as large as ~0.6. Therefore, the TmFeO3 can be treated as a uniaxial crystal in the 0.2~2.0 THz frequency regime. The larger refractive indices n and n may come from the strong phonon absorption of the TmFeO3 crystal along a-and c-axis. Figure S1 45K  50K  60K  70K  80K  85K  90K  95K  100K  105K  110K  116K  120K  130K  140K  150K  160K  170K  180K  200K  220K  240K  260K  280K 39K  45K  50K  55K  60K  65K  70K  75K  80K  83K  85K  90K  95K  100K  105K  110K  120K  130K  140K  150K  155K  160K  170K  180K  190K  200K  220K  240K  260K  280K 40K  45K  50K  55K  60K  65K  70K  75K  80K  85K  90K  95K  100K  110K  120K  130K  140K  150K  160K  170K  180K  190K  200K  220K  240K  260K  280K 
